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Best Selling Author J.L. Beck brings you a dark, and compelling story that leaves you hanging off
the edge of your seat from the very first page."Her eyes grew wide, full of shock and fear. I could
practically see the lie forming in her mind. I wanted to smile, but instead, I wrapped my hand around
her throat." In her eyes, he would always be the sameâ€¦Twenty-four-year-old Maggie Jacobs had
lived a life of heartache and pain. After losing the one and only man she ever loved to incurable
cancer, she went on to take a job working for PGI Corporation in hopes she could find a cure in
honor of him one day. Little did she know her very working there could be the difference between
life and death.Killer was just thatâ€”a killer. He lived for the moments when he could break bones
and bring otherâ€™s nightmares to life. After all, isn't that what they wanted from him? Genetically
altered by the government, stripped of all his own memories, Killer heads down a dark and
dangerous road. Memories evade his mind, but nothing sticks out quite like the girl in his dreams.
With her dark brown hair and eyes, sheâ€™s a danger to his heart, but a victim to his rage. He
knows she has the answers to his past. If he gets his hands on her, she will never be seen
again.Secrets, lies, and the sweetest of betrayals encompass them. Can Killer find his way through
the rage and back to Maggie or is it too late? Can someone who is hell bent on being broken truly
be saved?
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Seriously, reading this book was like being tortured! I do not believe that I have ever given a book a
one-star rating before--but I truly feel that this book deserves it. I try and always give at least three
stars--even if I weren't all that thrilled with the book, because the author did put work in.
However....The storyline of this book was just too weird, incomplete, erratic, and the writing was
terrible...like it had been written by an adolescent. I know that the author try and tell the story
through the mind of the characters, but the characters in this book were supposed to be grown
(except during the flashbacks they were teens), but I kept feeling like the writing was done by
maybe a twelve year old. Maggie's character was so stupid and had me constantly wanting to slap
the you-know-what out of her. For example, she goes to work for a company where the boss is a
man who used to torment and torture her when she was younger--thereby enduring further torment
and abuse as his employee. Her reasoning for "Enduring" him was to eventually move up to working
in the lab where she could find a cure for cancer in Diesel's memory? Huh?! As far as I know she
had absolutely no skills or education that would have propelled her from an office clerk to some type
of...bio-chemist or scientist? Completely ridiculous! Diesel/Killer's character was dubious at
best--and made absolutely no sense. He was the strongest most highly functioning terminal cancer
patient that I've ever heard of! Come on! Then, he unceremoniously dies and then resurfaces as a
supposed non-human killing machine who wants to simultaneously murder Maggie and have sex
with her? Shaking my head.....

Let me just start off by saying, this book is a hot mess!!!First we have Diesel/KillerWe'll start with
young Diesel first. He has cancer, I think a disease was just picked and used, could of been
anything really because it had no signs, symptoms, or anything other the being told it was a
terminal, stage 4 tumor.We find this out through confusing, reader figure out for your self,
flashbacks. There is no time sequences that makes any kind of sense. No days, ages, time
separating on flash back to another, NOTHING....Here is an example:He's dying any day now, so
weak he fight or stick up for him self or Miggie ( the h) he's "supposed" to be having all this
weakness, pain, memory loss, but none is ever shown. In the mean time Diesel gets into a fight with
Roger the "bully" ponds him til he's bloody. Then they run off and have sex in some out side pull off.

He's holding her up. Going to town.Now if anyone of you have known any one with any type of
cancer, this doesn't happen. Not is chemo, radiation or anything else mentioned besides inoperable
tumor.So then when further on to flash backs up to location 1655. No time sequences told how
many days after their romp. He's in a hospital bed paralyzed, but can hear. His family is told he's
hopeless and handed over to The Institution. What is The Institution we'll get to that in adult
"Killer"So next we're on to the next flashback, no idea how many days, weeks, whatever....Location
1859. They are professing their love to each other and he's telling her how it's going to be ok when
he's dead. (Which he did the chapter before).Ok now to Killer, adult Diesel. He is now cured of
cancer and, you guessed it .... a killer!!
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